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RESIDENCE SANTA CATERINA   the dream of breathing in Nature

Gruppo Bertoli S.p.A. presents 

an innovative architectural 

enviromental design, edited 

by Studio Alberto Apostoli:

Residence Santa Caterina, 

in “Pestrino” a town near 

Verona, is situated few minutes 

from the city centre and near 

the landscape of the Adige. 

The residence, surrounded by 

green, is created to make life 

easier, free and safe, thanks 

to echo- technology and more 

useful services.



Nature. Life. Uniqueness. Worth.
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Nature. Life. Uniqueness. Worth.

4 ideAS in which iS included An innoVATiVe ProjecT, A chArminG PlAce where liVe in 

Armony wiTh The nATure, And where The hiGh quAliTy of The life GoeS hAnd in hAnd 

wiTh the woRth of an long laSting inveStment.
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Your occasion of  leaving in the nature, with friendly technologies.



natureYour occasion of  leaving in the nature, with friendly technologies.
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  LIvE IN CoNTACT WITh ThE NATURE
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AN AREA SURRoUNDED BY MoRE ThAN 17.000 MG oF 
GREEN: LIFE IS MoRE BEAUTYFUL.
The respect for nature is an growing important concept, not only for the 

environment, but also for each of us. For Residence Santa Caterina, nature is an 

integral part of the building, in order to let you, one day, open the window and 

revitalize yourself with the view of a total new panorama seen not yet in Verona.

ABoUT 11.000 MQ oF A ADJACENT PARK 
FREE AND RELAXING MoMENTS NEAR hoME
Over the green area, where the houses will be built, will be also realized a big 

public park, that will be similar to the style of the Residence. For high amusement 

and security, the park will be provided with bicycle path and footbridge, 

a playground and a fenced-in area for dogs.
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LIvE IN CoNTACT WITh ThE NATURE
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NEAR ThE ADIGE AND ITS UNIQUE ECoSYSTEM.
The all green area of the Residence is garnished with local plants that create 

a "wildlife corridor", a green path that allows the flora and the fauna to migrate 

without barriers from the Adige into the countryside, passing through the 

park of the Residence.
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LIvE IN CoNTACT WITh ThE NATURE

Certificazione 
Risparmio Energetico 
CLASSE A
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FRIENDS“ TECNoLoGhY oF ThE ENvIRoMENT, EASY To USE
Residence Santa Caterina was designed with an environmentally sustainable 

philosophy:

In order to reduce the enviromental impact and reach the energy saving certification 

A class, have been selected materials, finishes and technologies that use natural 

and renewable resources.

Every house is provided with solar and photovoltaic panel and with a floor heating/

cooling plant. On request it is also possible to install a domotic system to automate, 

for example, the ignition/power off of the lights, the appliances, air conditioning 

and the security plant. This combination of materials and technology allow, to every 

family, to increase the housing comfort, reducing the consumptions for eletricity, 

heating/cooling in a enviromentally and responsible way.
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You are finally free and protected,  near the comforts of the city.



LifeYou are finally free and protected,  near the comforts of the city.
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FoCUS oN YoUR FREETIME AND YoUR FAMILY.
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A SAFE PLACE FoR YoU AND YoUR KIDS, FENCED-IN AND 
vIDEo-GUARDED
Residence Santa Caterina was designed to offer the security that you need. Built 

following all the antisesmic rules, the Residence offers a video-guarded system 

supervised by a person 24h a day, and a anti-theft device.

GARAGES WITh DIRECT ACCESS To YoUR oWN hoUSE
Some details have permitted to make some aspects of the daily routine easier. For 

example, cars don’t move inside the residence area because, garages and driveways 

are all underground and, where expected, they have a direct access to every house.
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FoCUS oN YoUR FREETIME AND YoUR FAMILY.
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FEW MINUTES FRoM ThE CITY CENTRE.
Residence Santa Caterina is located in a strategic area: Thanks to its position, in 

via Pestrino few minutes from the city centre, you can spend more time with your 

family and less time on the way.
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An architectural environmental   project for your new house
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UniquenessAn architectural environmental   project for your new house
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A REvoLUTIoNARY PRoJECT IN vERoNA
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WhEN ARChITECTURE BECoMES ENvIRoMENT.
For its quality and enviroment integration, Residence Santa Caterina is a news for the Veneto’s 

panorama. It is totally built in a park, where parts of it and paths are situated between 

the houses. Even if fenced-in, the Residence devoid of inner static barriers, creates a feeling 

of freedom. Near the corners of each house there are big windows that open the 

view of the panorama.



A REvoLUTIoNARY PRoJECT IN vERoNA

Detached houses and apartments are with gardens and terraces.       Unique housing solutions for spaces and arrangements.
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Detached houses and apartments are with gardens and terraces.       Unique housing solutions for spaces and arrangements. every single house is unique and particular. even in a 

perfect stilistic coordination, in the residence you can 

finally find your ideal living space.
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The high architectural   quality: a long lasting investment.
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Worth
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MAKE ThE RIGhT ChoICE FoR ThE FUTURE.
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ATTENTIoN To MoRE FUNCTIoNAL TEChNoLoGIC AND 
ARChITECTURAL SoLUTIoNS.
Each house i dotated with video-intercom TV take and socket fort he date 

trasmission. In order to minimize consumptions every house has got a thermal 

insulation and sound-proof insulation. A solid and valued house.

ThE SToRY oF GRUPPo BERToLI SPA AND AN INNovATIvE 
DESIGN oF ThE ALBERTo APoSToLI STUDIo.
Gruppo Bertoli S.p.A and Alberto Apostoli studio are since years busy 

with the design and realization of buildings. This is an additional warrantee 

of the efficiency of the Group. 
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Discover the details

NoTA: lE SEGuENTI dESCRIzIONI SONO FORNITE A SOlO SCOPO IlluSTRATIVO dEl PROGETTO E SONO RIFERITE Al mOmENTO dI STAmPA dEllA BROChuRE.
È POSSIBIlE RIChIEdERE lA RElAzIONE TECNICA COmPlETA E AGGIORNATA CONTATTANdO Il GRuPPO BERTOlI.



In order to give an high 
level of security infrared 
camera with recording 
room are integrated in 
the most dangerous 
point of the residence 
( paths, driveways and 
garage entrance). Each 
house is dotated with an 
anti-intrusion system 
and with a wall safe with 
digital opening.

SECURITY 
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SoLUZIoNI TECNIChE E TECNoLoGIChE

The building of Residence 
Santa Caterina ( for example: 
foundations, wallings of the 
basement, pillars, beams, stairs 
compartments, etc.) follows the 
norm d.m 14 September 2005 – 
seismic area 3.0.

EARThQUAKE-PRooF 
BUILDING
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Through photovoltaic 
panel (ca 8 mg of 
progression) is installed 
an electricity  plant 
(at least 1 kW for each 
house), connected to 
the electricity grid, with 
inverter and relative 
optionals. 

PhoTovoLTAIC 
PANELS

DoMoTICLIGhTING

In the commons 
parts there is a 
low consumption 
lighting plant and it 
is provided with an 
ignition by twilight 
sensor. driveways 
are enlightened with 
movement sensor. To 
reduce the managerial 
costs, part of the 
necessary energy 
is produced by a 
photovoltaic plant.

under request it is also 
possible to provide 
your house with a 
domotic plant, in order 
to automate many 
functions to improve 
your lifestyle. For 
example, in a „intelligent 
house“ is possible to 
automate the ignition of 
the appliances and the 
lighting.



In each house is 
installed a plant for 
water heating through 
solar panel (ca 4mq of 
progression), complete 
with tank and optionals 
that are able to give 
at least 200 l of warm 
water.

ThERMAL SoLAR 
PANEL 
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SoLUZIoNI TECNIChE E TECNoLoGIChE

Over than the insulating 
panel put as support 
of the floor heating, 
the sound insulation is 
realized with a sound-
proof layer. The walls are 
also made with sound 
insulation materials, like 
the bioclima.

SoUND 
INSULATIoN
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The wall of each house 
is realized with thermal 
insulation coat. Each 
accommodation  is provided 
with autonomus heating 
with pump for the energy 
saving for the Residence. 
The heating and cooling 
plant is a floor heating.

hEATING

Even glasses have been 
the subject of particular 
attention aimed at 
energy saving: they 
are insulating, high 
thickness, anti-injury 
and low emissivity, and 
are able to improve the 
thermal insulation of the 
windows, reducing the 
dispersion of heat.

GLASSES



PLANI METRY

Shown below there are some 

examples of accommodations of 

Residence Santa Caterina. Each 

house is unique and different: 

to help you to find the right 

one for you, please contact our 

office.
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Tipologia:  villetta su tre piani

Piano Terra con giardino di proprietà

Primo Piano con terrazzo

Piano Sottotetto con terrazzi
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Tipologia:  villetta su due piani

Primo Piano con terrazzoPiano Terra con giardino di proprietà
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Tipologia:  Appartamento Tipologia:  Appartamento

Piano Terra con giardino di proprietà Primo Piano con terrazzo
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